consider the comics page to be the priority feature of their reading. Comic books, on the other hand, are generally regarded by adults as trivial and juvenile. A business executive at lunch can talk about "Calvin and Hobbs" or "Doonsbury" without embarrassment, but that same person would be mortified to be found reading an issue of Superman or Sergeant Rock. Aside from noting this important difference of reputation between comic books and comic strips, this essay will describe both formats as "Sequential Art."
A good definition of sequential art describes it as a narrative told in a series of drawings which includes either dialogue in balloons, or narrative text, or both. There are hundreds of examples of proto-sequential art in history, ranging from the famous cave paintings in France to the Beaux Tapestry. What these early non-textual examples should make plain is that this medium is uniquely suited for communicating ideas and events to any audience, be they highly educated, illiterate, or from an entirely different culture.
Modern sequential art had to wait for technological advances in the printing process to unite text and pictures. The animated cartoon, the movie, and the comic strip were all born within a few years of each other, near the turn of the twentieth century. Each appeared independently, yet each one influenced the other. For example, sequential art uses the same angle shots, framing, and lighting of motion pictures, and modern movie makers always use a "story board" to help plan the shooting sequence of a film.
Comic books, as separate publications, did not appear in America until the mid-1930s. Most experts agree that the publication that marks the first real comic book is the June 1938 debut of Action Comics and its hero, Superman. Superman is also an example of how animated cartoons influenced comics. In the first few issues of Action Comics, Superman could only "leap tall buildings in a single bound" by taking giant hops to propel himself to the rescue. When Max Fleischer started producing animated cartoons of the Man of Steel in 1939, Superman was given the power of flight. This added superpower eventually came back to the comic book character.
The golden age of comic books lasted from 1945 to 1954 as the publications began to explore all kinds of topics like history and politics, but something else began to happen to sequential art. The unrestrained freedom of expression led to abuses in the comic book world. One publisher in particular, William M. Gaines, began distributing such gruesome and often perverse horror stories that some concerned parents cried "foul." These abuses led to a congressional hearing in 1954, the creation of a self-regulating "Comics Code Authority" for the industry, and the lasting reputation of comic books as examples of the very worst in juvenile literature.
During the nine years following World War II, and before the Comics Code Authority gutted the medium, the popularity of sequential art gained the attention of political strategists. In 1948 the Democratic National Committee looked at the incredible sales figures for comic books -over 60 million per month -and decided to produce one of their own for the presidential campaign, The Story of Harry S. Truman. It was not the first time that a politician had told the story of his life in sequential art. For example, in 1928 a cartoonist named Satterfield produced a series of sequential art episodes of Herbert Hoover's biography for syndicated distribution and at least one Arkansas newspaper, the Prairie Grove Herald, carried the strip. The real significance of the Truman publication is its format as a comic book rather than a comic strip.
Regardless of their layout in either newspaper or booklet form, certain features of the Hoover, Truman, and later sequential art political biographies appeared with such regularity that they suggest a formula that the creators felt obliged to follow. Almost every comic examined in this study used standardized drawings to illustrate a candidate's humble origins, work ethic, sports achievements, and military service. of even the most menial tasks in the quest for self-improvement. An interesting recurring choice of images in this category was that of washing dishes to earn one's way through school [ Figure  2 ], but politicians were also pictured working as longshoremen, lumberjacks, and coal miners in their youth. In the end, the one thing all of the G.I. candidates had in common was defeat. Only Royce Upshaw and James Bledsoe came close to defeating the incumbents, but they still lost by a spread of over six hundred votes each. Coincidentally, it was the absentee ballots that the G.I.'s challenged later -and those ballots amounted to about six hundred votes total -as being fraudulent that made the crucial difference. As all of the examples examined in this essay should demonstrate, the effectiveness of political comics in Arkansas elections could not be proven one way or the other. Once television became the dominant medium for political advertising, the popularity of sequential art biographies waned. Instead of panels containing line drawings of the young candidate scoring at a basketball game or serving on the front lines, campaigners could now imitate television commercials to accomplish the same linking of politician with electorate values. But television's gain has been our loss. Even though sequential art had a standard formula that monotonously repeated itself, these comics had the charm of humorous innocence that modern political campaigns seriously lack. It is as if sequential art biographies are saying "We candidates are people just like you, with the same backgrounds, the same ambitions, and the same ability to not take ourselves so seriously." Compare that cheerful willingness of self-caricature in the past to the grim "Willie Horton" style of contemporary political commercials. It is enough to make even Superman pine for the good old days. 
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